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Námořní pěchota Spojených států na Maui viděla na vlastní oči
zvěrstva spáchaná Deep State – nafouklá těla posetá kulkami plující
obličejem dolů v karmínovém přílivu; příslušníci havajské národní
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gardy, kteří se prohrabávají v kapsách mrtvých ostrovanů a turistů;
FEMA a Červený kříž zakazují občanům přístup k nedalekému jídlu,
vodě a přístřešku.

Na Front Street v Lahaině uniformovaný policista z neznámých
důvodů střelí chodce do zad. Policista si pak všimne přihlížejícího,
který si incident natáčí na mobil, a zastřelí ho také.

Kulka zasáhne jeho lebku, když se hrabe do kapes mrtvého muže a
snaží se strhnout snubní prsten z neživého, oteklého prstu. Dotkne
se rukou čela a nevěřícně se podívá na své krví potřísněné prsty.
Zhroutí se, pistole mu vypadne z druhé ruky.

Byl pátým policistou z Deep State, kterého námořní pěchota zabila
od příjezdu na Maui ve středu pozdě odpoledne.

Jak bylo oznámeno včera, generál Eric M. Smith v Camp Pendleton
nařídil Marines na Maui, aby prošetřili tvrzení, že Havajská národní
garda a FEMA terorizovaly oběti katastrofy. Zdroj z generálovy
kanceláře řekl Real Raw News, že mariňáci dorazili na Maui v 16:00
a okamžitě byli svědky a reagovali na nepředstavitelné krveprolití.
Počet obětí označil za „katastrofální“. Nechtěl vyčíslit, kolik mariňáků
šlo na Maui, ale jeho ponurý tón naznačoval, že síly Deep State
výrazně převyšovaly Bílé klobouky. Záloha, řekl, je na cestě.

"Opravdu jsme nečekali, že místní donucovací orgány budou bojovat
po boku federálů a Národní gardy," řekl. "To, co viděli námořníci,
není nic jiného než vykonstruovaná genocida."

Poblíž nakládacího doku v Lahaině našli mariňáci provizorní
hromadný hrob, 15 spálených mrtvol nahromaděných jedna na
druhé v průmyslovém kontejneru. Požár je nezabil, řekl náš zdroj.
Místo toho je někdo použil plamenomet, aby je spálil, a pak mrtvoly
uložil do koše.
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"Jsme si tím jisti, protože byli zastřeleni jako první," řekl náš zdroj.
„Nepochybně média nakonec řeknou, že je zabil oheň. Byli
zavražděni a ano, také děti."

Po setmění narazili mariňáci na tábořiště FEMA/Národní gardy, kde
agenti a gardisté   rozdělovali neoprávněně nabytou kořist
nepochybně ukradenou z těl obětí. Zločinci seděli ve skládacích
síťových křeslech osvětlených pod stojícími LED lampami a
dohadovali se, kdo získá jaké ukradené věci. Spor skončil náhle,
když Marines zahájil palbu a zabil šest padouchů Deep State.

"Pravidla pro nasazení generála Smithe: bez zbraní," řekl náš zdroj.

„Zbraně zdarma“ je vojenský žargon, který umožňuje námořní
pěchotě zaútočit na nepřátelské cíle podle libosti.

Jinde viděla jednotka námořních průzkumníků a odstřelovačů
policisty a gardisty házet mrtvoly rozházené po chodníku do
popelářského vozu, jako by mrtví byli odpadky na jedno použití.
Marines spustil krupobití automatické palby, která rychle zničila jejich
cíle, ale ne dříve, než šťastný výstřel policisty z Maui si vyžádal život
udatného mariňáka.

Náš zdroj uvedl, že námořní pěchota měla ve středu večer 13
střetnutí, včetně přestřelky proti těžce ozbrojené četě Národní gardy.

"Posouzení bitevních škod stále přichází, ale tohle v dohledné době
nekončí." Deep State je zakořeněný, ale jsme tam na dlouhou trať a
budeme bojovat, dokud nebude každý poslední nakrmený a
zkorumpovaný policajt vyřízen nebo vyhnán z Havaje,“ řekl náš
zdroj.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.
Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a
prosperovaly. 
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Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které
kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin
prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.
Příspěvky pomáhají udržovat web aktivní a pomáhají podporovat
autora (a jeho účty za lékařskou péči)

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:
https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

Marine reinforcements have broken a Deep State blockade, opening
up an MSR whereby boats carrying relief supplies can get those
supplies to civilians. Marines have driven “some FEMA/NG” into the
mountains and are in pursuit. Marines have identified some NG as
really being federal agents. Marines fear the 1000+ missing is an
understatement. They believe the missing are dead or have been
abducted, casualties of war. Special Forces paid a visit to the
governer’s manion in Honolulu, but it was deserted. I’ll have another
full report tomorrow morning. Some Deep Staters are shedding their
uniforms and trying to blend in with the native population.

Last edited 17 hours ago by Michael Baxter

Valuable land but ancestral land. The DS had to have a natural
disaster to rezone land so they created one. It is always about
money, greed, power, all the evils that DS crave.

As the Illuminati likes to say, Ordo ab Chao, or order out of chaos

yes, they are all in the new world order of bad things together……
evil meshes with evil………

I’ve got my first check for a total of 13 thousand buck. I am so
energized, this is whenever I first really acquired something. I will
work much harder now and I can hardly hang tight for the following
week’s installment. Go to the Home tab for more detail. I highly
recommend everyone to apply.. Payathome7.com

Just pony up my 10% cut and keep your pie hole shut
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Obviously, a deep state runny nose hacky kid in his mama’s
basement trying to act like a used car salesman…,it sounds like…

Just Served
 President Donald John Trump

  General Eric M. Smith
 General David H. Berger, Ret

 On Truth Social

2023-08-17
 “notice to principal is notice to agent, notice to agent is notice

principal”
 the requirement for a 30 day notice for response.

 Estoppel is a judicial device in and when used affirmatively by a
plaintiff it is sometimes called a “sword”

 To
 President Donald John Trump

  General Eric M. Smith
 General David H. Berger, Ret

 Today on this Blog
 Question

 Is World Human Rights Action.
 Being presented to the Public

 Please Contact Me
 At

 MichBoys at protonmail.com
 I live in Michigan Its posted every where.

 And I am Obligated To Defend All from Such Injustice.
 Please inter into a Dialog With Me .

 As the Commander Of the Territory Of Michigan
 Question

 Is any thing being Posted on this Site
 Real Raw News Factual.

 Is Todays Blog That this is posted On Factual and True.
 IF these are True
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I will not Stand For These Human Rights violations .
To Continual.

 You Have Thirty Days To Respond.
 No Response will be taken that this Blog Post is True.

 And We Will Rise Up.
 As Humans And Protect Our Own.

 You May Or May Not Be Informed
 About Our Plans and Who Will Be called To Arms

 The Clock Has Started
 +++

 RGB
 +++

 Robert G Boensch
 +++

 Robert Gregory Boensch

I have to live Up To My Declared Title.
 I live in the Smallest County In Michigan

 We Will All Find Out
 And May Be see

 The Truth
 In

Truth Social

President Trump Was Just Waiting For ME too Make a move Any
way.

From
 The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

 For the Common People.
 OF THIS COUNTRY.

+++
 Robert Gregory Boensch

The Side Bar Has Pdfs You can Down load
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And the Links will open up

Jason Wentworth Michigan Speaker of the House; 
  A Remonstrance Being filed and to be acted on for the Common

People of Michigan ;
 They failed to respond; It’s Now law 

 In law, acquiescence 
 The doctrine infers a form of “permission” that results from silence or

passiveness over an extended period of time.
 Estoppel is a judicial device in and when used affirmatively by a

plaintiff it is sometimes called a “sword”
 MICHIGAN Inc.is a  Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations;
 And We the People of Michigan have full control Today;

  Robert Gregory Boensch 2022-09-04;

Blacks Law is drivel. All lawyers more correctly identified in the
British parlance as “solicitors” will be deregistered. They are trained
in a criminal perversion of law called legalese which is part of the
problem of where we are now.

Legalese is witchcraft, spells and counter spells. Have to know their
language to engage them aka, Witches & Warlocks.

School teacher mantra: “make sure your “Spell”-ing is correct.

Below two words worth cross reference between Black’s/Bouvier’s
Law Dictionary and Websters Dictionary, showcasing word/legalese
perversion.

[1] Insinuate, interpreted as: suttle hint or gesture.

[2] Intangible, interpreted as: unable to be touched or grasped.

PS: shout-out to a special MIA someone in bringing “Intangible” to
my attention, Cheers to Ya!
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“All Legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a
Congress of the United States, which shall consist of a The
senate and house of representatives .”“The people have a right in
an Orderly and peaceable manner, to assemble and consult upon
the common good, give instructions to their representatives; and to
request of the legislative body, by way
of petition or remonstrance, redress of the wrongs done them, and
of the grievances they suffer.”

 Part two what redress is being sought.
 And here by request that this State

of Michigan To Review and investigate all of the Above
elements presented and other elements of crimes that have be
waged upon myself and others That are known publicly or to be
brought forward by Robert Gregory Boensch to be included in
this Document at a later day.

 and use the law as required to do the following and to expand
the breath of these requests to include any and all others laws
that are applicable to cover all actions that were carried out and
include all the party’s involved even those that are not stated in
this documents.

 I am also demanding to make every Court in Michigan a
Common Law Court. And the abolishment of this State’s bar
association and demand that no member of said bar or any
other states bar to participate in any legal mater in the State of
Michigan. And fore the Abandonment of all statutory laws in
this state of Michigan for the history and use of many of these
laws are to hurt and eat off the substance of the common
people of Michigan by those in Power and it has been proven
time and time again by my personal experience of the actions
that were carried against Me and others that I am a witness To.

The Bar is Gone In Michigan
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The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.
For the Common People.

 OF THIS COUNTRY.
+++

 Robert Gregory Boensch

Myself don’t give 30 days to respond, to much latitude, 15 business
days + 6 days for Saturday & Sundays total: “21 days to respond”.

This is For Logistics’ On Both Sides
 President Trumps Team

 Needs To Size Up My Team.
 And We Both Need to Come to the Field

 Displaying A White Flag.
 From

 The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.
 For the Common People.

 OF THIS COUNTRY.
+++

 Robert Gregory Boensch

PS: Excellent, “No Response will be taken that this Blog Post is
True”, meaning: Acquiescence by Silence [inaction] – Laches.

You Under Stand.
 Game On

 From
 The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

 For the Common People.
 OF THIS COUNTRY.

+++
 Robert Gregory Boensch

PS.
 Boy I am Sure Glad.

 I only went four Days in 11 grade in high School
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President Trump is the Commander in Chief.
of the United States of America Military.

 But each state can wage war against another.

Please expand on this

John .S
 And Please teach all of Us Here about the fine line.

 and how it’s done correctly

Thanks
 +++

 RGB
 +++

 Robert G Boensch
 +++

 Robert Gregory Boensch

You’re doing a great job at it yourself, whereas myself won’t get into
it.

The Peanut Gallary and ‘Law Society’ always have something to say,
running their discredit tactics, yelping nonsense via Southern
Poverty Law Center i.e., “Conspiracy Theorist” and “Sovereign
Citizen”.

FYI Peanut Gallary: “a lawyers first responsibility is to the court…,
not the client”. See, Corpus Juris Secundum, Volume 7, Rule 4.

I undersigned rest my hand hereunto as: non-assumpsit per idem
sonans persona ficta.

John .S

I heard that from a couple different sources also, that there were
some very aggressive organizations trying to buy up scorched areas
of Maui for pennies on the dollar. Bear in mind, this is land that likely
would not have ever been for sale at any price.
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I have studied where these kazillionaires are in such a nutty level of
mind of heavily into themselves, plus psychopaths to the highest
order and they can buy off anybody to get to do what they want,
would be dumb enuff to snuff out what they don’t want with paid off
federal flunkies and America could’nt care less attitude, just aint
gonna work this time!! Their flunkies ran off to hills, or tried to blend
in with commonfolk.

 I’m 76 and with all of the black hat shit war going on, I’m reliving my
2 tours of Vietnam that’s 3 times worse and under attack by our own
Rockefeller crime families! Wutta nightmare to live in, but the good
guys are winning

To Bad The American Indian natives Didn’t have Any One To Come
to Their rescue As They were massacred, Same playbook different
year

The natives were ordered slottered by the Rothies, so that they could
snatch the lands on pennies on a dollar. This is suppressed history
that our masters have blotted out of the history books….don’t want
the sheeple too smart, or we will lose our powers…….,plus da’
munny….

A diversion to abduct children. The deep state needs Adrenochrome
more than a heroin addict craves heroin. Adrenochrome is said to be
100 times more addictive than heroin and heroin addicts will sell their
grandmothers to get another fix. The elites do not care who they
have to kill or in what horrific manner as long as they get what they
want. Why haven’t we killed Oprah yet?

Yes, Lisa, you hit the nail on the head, this explains so many wars
and battles……the heart of man can be deceitfully wicked …………
Narrow is the way and few there be that find it……✝✝✝❤✅✅

Real Estate and the foundation for a Smart City. The people of
Lahania refused to sell so they were eliminated.
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Billionaires like Oprah Winfrey can only lease the land for 99 years.
He-she-it cannot own the land. So, if they can murder enough native
Hawaiians, they hope to frighten the remaining natives into changing
the law.

If you can reach Merrick Garland in Ukraine, ask him for me.

HAH. Go do it killer. Show us what you got. If you can pull yourself
off the couch

I wonder where that trator janet yellan is , last i herd she was headed
for china to have a talk, i think that was a cover story from fake news
media

The Dems & DS did the Maui attack to create a deadly Climate
Change false flag so as to promote fear set up phase 1 for the
creation of a Marxist 15 minute city !!! . . .Ultimately, the Dems & DS
want all of the Hawaiian Islands to be run by the Cabal. ~ That’s the
reason for the attack on Maui. It’s just phase 1.

Research Jaimie Walden. He is a wealth of information and what he
has to say will scare the living daylights out of any sane person.

Yes. Obviously deep state mass carnage, but why and why there?
Need a distraction from biden dollars media exposure? Maybe but
everyone knows that, nothing new. Ukraine? Maybe, but nothing new
either. Could try to call it new pearl harbor and blame it on ruskies to
start nucks a falling? Maybe but they haven’t yet.

 Is there a holy grail of some sort that could be found under ashes?
Native religion holy site or relic maybe? It is the native religion
important town. Anything in that direction MB?

 Isaiah 54:17 blessing on all white hats everywhere, everyday. May
no weapon formed against them prosper.

I hear Maui is a portal. BH may have been trying to either grab it or
close it down.

I do believe it’s much more than meets the eye.
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The 15 min city land grabs etc are the afterthought, they want what’s
in those DUMBS.

It has been written that active volcanoes are the portals into the
abyss. There is an active volcano on the Islands.

The Island of Maui has one active volcano, Haleakalā, which has
erupted at least 10 times during the past 1,000 years.

They purged the land and the people. To take the land? Cleared
everything out. Scraped it clean to start over Look at the panorama
picture at the beginning of this article. So sad. Nothing left.

The Governors residence is is still intact, so too the big hotel down
by the beach. Dont assume nothing is left because that’s plainly not
true.

No one does.

The mind of the wicked is, as the word suggests; twisted. ‘Wicker
furniture’ – twisted. The wicked can’t think straight.

Point is, who knows why they somewhat they do. They’re just plain
wicked.

AN ISLAND, LIMITED LAND, LOCAL HAWAIIAN FAMILIES DIDN’T
WANT TO SALE THERE HOME. , THE MANSIONS OWNED BY
OPRAH, WILL SMITH, GAGA , PFIZER CEO, WERE ALL
UNTOUCHED AND RIGHT ABOVE THE CARNAGE. SAW A VIDEO
FROM A PLANE, THAT SHOWED POLICE CARS FORMED INTO A
ROAD BLOCK NOT ALLOWING PEOPLE OUT OF FRONT
STREET LAHAINA.

So strange, huh? OPRAH, WILL SMITH, GAGA, PFIZER CEO
………….ALL untouched by the mess……..sounds like a plan to
me…..
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“…didn’t want to SELL THEIR homes…” Hope you “see” some spell-
check, and take a hint. Otherwise, interesting ideas & information.
Thanks.

It is a multi-benefit attack upon which one can speculate:

1. Ancestral land which Hawaiians are not prepared to give up.
2. Smart City/Island.
3. De-population.
4. Satanic sacrifice – 8/8
5. Trumps 4th. indictment. He now has the ability to reveal all. The

Space Force has it all. Space Force has an underground base in
Maui. (I understand from Kerrie Cassidy)

My take: Black Hat direct atrocities on U.S. citizens are meant to
force Trump/White Hats to capitulate. (won’t happen)

I heard FEMA predicted 3m000 dead now. Hopefully they were
counting themselves as the Marines removed them from among the
living.

I don’t think the bastards saw themselves as among the dead. I am
forever thankful and grateful for the White Hats who will go into these
war zones and try to rid us of these demons. They are so brave and
we need to pray for them constantly.

I agree with Putin’s agenda. You cannot turn a demon into an angel,
you can only make their appointment for them to meet their Maker.

At least the marines have those evil bastards running for the
mountains. They will get a whole bunch of them. So the cowardly
governor ran for Ukraine or somewhere lovely like that to join the
number of DS cowards already there. He is well aware that now he
is a wanted man. I am anxious to hear more about this awful
situation. Praying much for our men in harms way and working hard
to eliminate the DS….especially FEMA and the NG!! Good job men!!
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AND THE POLICE CHIEF WAS THE SAME SCUMBAG INVOLVED
IN THE LAS VEGAS CONCERT SHOOTING WHICH WAS REALLY
AN ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT ON THE NOW HEAD OF SAUDI
ARABIA. TRUMP SAVED HIS LIFE & HE SAID HE WOULD
FOREVER BE IN TRUMPS DEBT. THE SAUDI ARABIAN KING IS 1
OF THE GOOD GUYS WITH ZI, MODI, PUTIN, & A FEW OTHERS.
ABOUT TIME WE BROUGHT THESE DEMONS DOWN!!!

Hang them ALL, or at least put a bullet in the brain before hand so
that we dont have to go through the process of military law that will
also make them into pinatas,

I thank Yahuah each and every day for the life force and the power of
the Holy Spirit to be amongst these courageous men and yes, light
beings who are along side of them. We have been told lies all ous
about everythang! Do you know what everythang is? It is
EVERYTHANG

There may be some warrior vets from Afghanistan, Iraq and Vietnam
living there who will help fight back. Pray for them, too.

My cousin finally contacted me by email. He lives there and was
visiting

 friends which kept him out of harms way. I thank God for sparing
him.

THANKS MIKE. STAY ON THE CASE MAN. JEZZ I WISH I WERE
THERE FOR SOME REVENGE….JUST PLAYING AN OLD DIM
WITTED ELDERLY MAN…. WITH MY FN 510 10MM WITH 23
ROUNDS IN IT.

Just like the Nazis did when they were escaping through the Vatican
ratlines. Bastards!!

SCUMBAGS must go down! Trump to announce his evidence
monday 11am in Bedminster NJ. This is where it starts I truly feel.
The lies of the deep state start to be exposed NOW!
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When U.S., Inc. was removed, the treaty with Hawaii dissolved. The
Hawaiian Kingdom became free and vulnerable without an army of
their own. The DS attacked them in an act of war.

Exactly…. The Fictitious US Inc is bankrupt, they no longer “rule”
over the scare crow or the tin man, or the cowardly lion. If you dont
know, you dont know. For example tin man…. Tax Identification
Number, your Birth certificate, social security #, you were a tin man
at birth and could not defend yourself. This is how they see you, as
sheeple with a bar code and how much you are physically worth on
the stock market via your SS# and birth certificate. You are literally
“the food of their life”

Plus we are “useless eaters”. A word coined by that rotten jew
bastard; Henry Kissinger…The Rockefukkers chief flunky first class
talking head with a rotten kazarian accent. He is 100 years old and
still causing great suffering to the masses and he is a Rothy, too….

Thank you so much for the update ! I really appreciate it ! Man are
our white hats ever busy !!

Hopefully the native population will recognize the deep staters and
take of a few of them for the White Hats.

The main priority of the police is not law enforcement but the
carrying out of the criminal political agendas of politicians who have
set themselves above any laws.Laws are no longer exact but
arbitrary,argumentative and debatable. The same goes for the
Constitution. Because of this, true justice through the court system is
an impossibility.

Thank you for the update Michael and please God protect all white
hats may they stay strong against all enemy.

The Marines never dissapoint. I’m so sorry for the one fallen brave
Marine.Lord keep them safe please.
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Amen. I hate that a Marine was lost………….. Just like a few weeks
ago when those brave Marine’s went in to rescue the young children
in Los Angeles, and 4 more of our LOYAL, DEDICATED Marine’s
were lost…………………. it breaks my heart, just as it did when
cheney and bush did 9/11 to fellow American’s…. They are all so evil
and have been allowed to RUN THE SHOW FOR FAR TOO LONG!
And don’t even get me started on Benghazi and Seal Team
6…………. so many American lives have been lost, due to these evil
doer’s plans……………..

Thank you for this update, Michael–none of us can think about
anything else but the progress of the marines as they pursue those
DS devils. Praying for their safety & success!! God goes with them
every step of the way!

Thank God the Marines have landed. Trump had the Black U.S. Flag
behind him at the last rally, meaning “No prisoners, no surrender”.
The gloves are off, and now it’s time to delve out the justice. KILL’EM
ALL BOYS, NO MERCY!!!

I can understand this not being reported on mainstream media. But
what about the local media in Hawaii? This information really needs
to get out now. Or they are going to keep doing this everywhere. And
please excuse me for saying this the God damn it Donald Trump you
tell the world about this and they will listen! I just hope that the
Marines are documenting all of this on video or digital cameras.

Wondering if some or maybe most of these FEMA or NG were pulled
from the illegals coming in to this country since there seems to be no
compassion in their acts?

Could there be DUMBs (Deep Underground Military Bases) or large
tunnels to the mainland on Maui or Hawaii or other islands?

 Since all 5 Hawaiian volcanos are active, none at present erupting,
but their cauldrons filled with molten lava, I do not see how DUMBs
or tunnels to the mainland 2,500 miles away could be on the islands.
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Mauna Loa is the tallest mountain on Earth, measured from its base
on the sea floor, 19,700 feet below sea level. So a tunnel to the
Hawaiian Islands would have to be very deep, with deep water
between the islands.

We do have tunneling machines capable of digging tunnels big
enough to drive semi-trailers through. However, heat would be the
machine’s worst enemy, and those islands deep down would be very
hot. But who knows for sure. The Globalist Deep-State definitely
finds Maui very important for some reason. Incidentally, there is an
Air Force site on Maui which researches Directed Energy Weaponry.
(Air Force Maui Optical and Supercomputing (AMOS), with another
site in New Mexico.

https ://www .youtube.com/watch?v=y7acjVE17zA&t=7s

https ://www .robbinstbm .com/products/tunnel-boring-machines/

May God’s Angel Armies surround the Marines & all those who fight
for the people

 of Maui. St. Michael, the Archangel, defend us in the day of battle,
which is now. We honor the Guardian Angel’s of our enemies to turn
& use them against their own

 plots. We command that these Angels will defend these people who
are volunteering & offering help to the people who live there that
have survived. Find the governor now, in the Name of Jesus Christ.
We are under God’s covenant & we plead the Blood of Jesus over
the Hawaii islands, to capture the goons that have escaped & are
hiding among the people. We thank God in advance for St. Michael
& Gabriel & the Seraphim Angels to assist our Marines, General Eric
Smith, General Berger & President Trump. Protect them, defend
them and we decree that the plots to ruin other cities will come to
naught. Cease & desist now, you foul demonic spirits. Be our
defense against the wickedness & snares of the devil,
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And do Thou, oh Prince of the Heavenly Host, by the Power of God,
cast into hell, satan, and all these other evil spirits, who prowl about
Hawaii & the USA seeking the ruin of Souls. Amen

Protect & defend this website, Michael Baxter, and deflect all threats
again him and

 those who post. For You equipped us with strength for the battle, You
made those

 who rise up against us to sink under us. Psalm 18:39

I understand and read HAWAII was to become separate from United
States. Become its own country again. Globalists didn’t want that to
happen. Lots of child trafficking too!

‘Til Valhalla Devil Dog. Outstanding job Marines, God bless all of our
Armed Forces!!!

Unbelievable… how cruel those people have been to the innocents.
Do they really think they’ll get away with what they’re trying to do to
those poor people? I can’t believe people can be be so evil in a time
of crisis … well done marines/snipers, keep up the good work and
finish off those evil bastards. They gotta let the locals back in there to
find their deceased loved ones and get the supplies they need. Dead
or alive, peoples phones footage of this evil should be showed on
mainstream tv so the ‘people’ can see what’s really occurring there.

They closed schools that day. Kids were home alone. Easy pickins
for the scum to snatch them. No cell service. No power. No water.
Roads blocked. This is.way beyond evil.

I didn’t like the number 999 comments so I thought I had better say
something.

Is this WWIII ground zero???

This is all so sickening……………………. really, evil and
disturbing………….. When are all of the WOKE military going to be
taken out? WHEN? THe National Guard…. are woke????????????
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I knew fema was a huge piece of terrorist shit, and have been since
obammah and all of his evil orders, along with directions from
Comey…… I know that the Arizona Humane Society has flown over
there to help the animals, and I’m worried that they too, will be shot
and then burned, DUE TO CLIMATE CHANGE………. yeah, that’s it
Climate change shoots bullets ya know! It seems the deep state is
so huge, we will never be able to completely shut them
down…………. Praying for our Military Marine’s who are fighting
FOR American’s, not killing them and taking their
valuables……………………… Jesus, this is just beyond
comprehension.

Massacre indeed. And the evil deep states celebrate it. Beyond
heartbreaking!! Hickam AFB is so close to Maui- if they didn’t helped
the ppl, they’re part of it.

Maui: Worse than expected. Much worse. A hot-war scenario. Just
Win, White Hats!

BTW- that pathetic poll at right is a game for fools:

What caused the Maui Inferno?

 DEW (Directed Energy Weapons)
 Careless Campers
 Climate Change

My answer is, “None of the Above.” But I am convinced that
deliberate human agency started & “directed” this & many other
infernos. Seems the whole world is on fire these balmy days, doesn’t
it? Especially targeting nature reserves, tourist areas & places where
people live, as well as ‘just forest’ (Earth’s lungs). It is economic &
environmental destruction. It looks like a planned, world-wide
assault, to me. I hope planning maps will be found. (As one wag
observed: “Amazing how Arson now counts as climate change.”)
Perps & esp. PLANNERS must die. First they must be ID’d & found.
Don’t much care about trials, though that would be optimum, for
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documentation’s sake. Historical record. Hope some competent folks
are on this. I can only see it & say it. So, there it is. Make Humanity
Great Again!

Red Flag: “You are posting comments too quickly. Slow Down.”
 Me: Program or site is accepting my comment – or a small edit –

unusually slowly. I don’t type or post quickly – I’m old & slow; I edit
for clarity & accuracy. Site may need a professional I.T. tune-up. Or,
what’s the problem, really?

 (O.K. – I see a LOT of posts above that I didn’t see before. I believe
that I AM NOT ‘the problem’.)

Good to see White Hats going in with force!!!

Increase it and go after all the elite cabal pedos and their acreage
and all the filthy politicians that are involved with extreme prejudice!

Police are all Masonic affiliates, The Clampers. Their oaths to protect
& serve are to the Masonic god, & the Satanic Cabal. Their oaths
should be to uphold the Constitution, & To Protect & To Serve We
The People. Instead, they act as Deep State Cabal lackeys &
henchmen. I am so upset about Hawaii. My family went there every
Thanksgiving while my folks were alive. Tell us if you need help.
We’re all in. We’re doing our best to expose the evil~doers on every
platform. Prayers for Lahaina, Maui. Prayers for our brave Marines,
Alliance, & White Hats.

They’re killing children because those are the inheritors of the
ancestral land. No living kin, and the land reverts to the government.

God Bless the Marine and his family that lost his life in service to our
Country.

 God Bless All the White Hats on this mission for peace and freedom
from tyranny.

 Outrageous news worse than expected. Keep Safe.
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Wow!!!! What a time to live in USA. I hope people wake up now and
never vote democrats any more. Latinos for Trump!

I lived in Northern California during the fires in Paradise and Sonoma
and Napa Countries. The aftermath looked like the same type of fire.
It was horrific I believe that this was caused by DEWS. It was during
President Trump’s administration and him and I were in Chico, the
relief center at the same time.The people that lived there cannot
return because the land is contaminated. At least President Trump
arrived in the belly of beast and made sure that the displaced people
could have aid without being killed by the Feds.

Directed Energy Weapons. (Zaps from the sky.) Some say they don’t
exist. Some say Black Hats have ’em. Some say white. I say maybe
& maybe. But there’s nothin’ like a few guys, each with a can of gas
& a pack of matches.

If the direct energy weapons where used on planes are they tracking
what air traffic was in that area when it was going on ?

For about ten years I’ve been in a group headed by a Pleiadian who
said there is a nest of Gray aliens under Maui, near Oprah’s
property. There is also a portal, stretching from Taiwan to Maui,
which can let negative entities in and out. The U.S. Space Force is
based in the mountain on the island. When I asked who, specifically,
attacked the island, he said the fake Biden gave China the OK to hit
Maui.

 Most people won’t believe it, but this was what we were told. People
have to wake up to the reality that there are entities who want to
control us and this entire planet.

I believe that the fake Biden is capable of any evil any time any one
or any place.

Hard to believe that any National Guard from Hawaii (or any human
being) could participate in these atrocities against their own people.
When I lived on the Big Island and on Oahu years ago, most people I
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knew there had friends or relatives on Maui. How could a National
Guard shoot innocent and suffering victims whom they know as
friends and relatives?

More than a few of these NG must be federal agents. Some could be
deployed from that group of 87,000 IRS agents that Rettig gave pep
talks to.

Before this planned deployment, all legitimate National Guard must
have been vetted for their allegiance and their willingness to follow
orders that could deprive innocent people of humanitarian aid, and
even willingness to kill their fellow citizens.

Likewise with local law enforcement. It doesn’t add up. Maybe law
enforcement has been infiltrated over the last several years in
preparation for this holocaust.

I’d bet that there are few, if any real Hawaiian National Guard in that
group.

FEMA agents would not have needed to go through a vetting
process, as many or most are on the dark side already.

Yeah, and just today, in Phoenix, AZ, one of those IRS agents was at
gun training, and was shot and killed by one of the other
agents……………….. Those people should NOT be carrying a
weapon. I mean, seriously. Stick to accounting and tax returns,
cause you’re too stupid to carry a gun…….

I can’t wrap my head around ANYONE from ANY agency being able
to administer these atrocities. But here we are. It seems humanity is
quite inhumane these days.

Call me naive, that’s okay, but I am surprised that local Hawaiin
police would be so eager to kill their fellow local Hawaiians for
whatever valuables these desperate and distraught citizens had in
their pockets or on their bodies — wedding rings included. I was
under the impression that the local Hawaiian people felt a sense of
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connection and unity with each other. I guess that in the midst of a
crisis, either the worst or the best will take over an individual no
matter whatever they were before. This article was truly
heartbreaking. I don’t think I’ll ever get the images out of my mind.

I’m wondering if there is a selected corrupt group of local law
enforcement personnel who had been previously identified as
sympathetic to the DS. It’s my opinion that an overwhelming majority
of cops are good patriotic people.

I am just reading this article that says … Maui emergency chief
Herman Andaya resigns, effective immediately!! Mayor Richard
Bissen’s office announced. Andaya sited health reasons and Bissen
has accepted his resignation. That’s what they are saying but my gut
says they fired his rotten rump. Andaya came under heavy criticism
Wednesday when he said he did not regret the decision to not
activate warning sirens as the wildfire flames that eventually
destroyed Lahaina began to threaten the historic town. What a
monster…..he could possibly have saved a lot of lives but he
refused. Hopefully, he gets what he deserves before this is all over.

That POS, Good riddance and may God deal with him immediately
by using the

 military to put a few rounds in his head.

Wow so bad in Hawaii for the people who live there. Deep state
murdering and robbing the people. Deep state using it’s energy
weapon illegally. Can’t the white hats shoot that damn thing down or
disable it somehow?

It was probably from Raytheon at lockheed. The crown owns those
companies and the crown claims to control FEMA region 9. King
Charles is the Antichrist.

Perhaps the Marines should burn down the deep state mansions on
the beach in Maui. That were the only building not touched by the
arson the DS perpetrated?
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Be sure to save those captives in the homes first. No doubt Opie has
a stable under hers.

Well this makes me sick and angry what Deep State has done to
citizens. Praying for the marine who gave all and his family, and any
others who were injured. Thankful the white ants are sending back
up before disintegrating all of these evil people.

One question I have a family member and the national guard if today
was then, wouldn’t they have to follow orders to do what these evil
people say? Or who knows what done to them?

Perhaps this is a group of soldiers trained for this kind of thing, but
for the innocent, if there are any, I pray they can escape, go in hiding
anything to not have to be part of this.

Throwing people in garbage trucks 😳💥🤬

I have a question about Mount Weather. Do the White Hats still have
control of it and if so, do they also control the FEMA building in
Winchester, VA? The building I work right next to, and I also live only
about 15 miles max from Mt. Weather.

Yes when the white hats say trust the plan, and every man woman
and child will be protected as much as possible during this upheaval
and transition. What the hell! The residents of Maui and the residents
of Hawaii have not been protected; they’ve been incinerated along
with all of God’s precious animals. How can we trust the plan when
something this horrific happens? This frightening evil must be
stopped NOW!

No one with an IQ over 80 trusts what has happened the last 7 years

The plan is absolute horse shit.

Calm down Linda. I agree, but white hats listen for cyber info, but
they don’t get it all. They get tips to followup on, but this goes
beyond anything. Fires in Santa rosa, paradise, ca. Canada. Train
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wrecks with toxic chemicals in Ohio. Maybe the dh are getting
desperate and thinking, if we can’t win, we’ll take America down with
us. Horrendous thinking.

This is just a taste of what the DS has planned for your
neighborhood, your town, your city. This is why there are so many
forest fires raging out of control. They are trying to smoke out
everyone and lock them into prison cities, scorched earth. This is
also a distraction from the coming election. Election years are
always bad wild fire years! Nothing is a coincidence! Nothing is an
accident! To set off all the wild fires in northern Canada then Maui, …
Buckle your seat belts friends. For people so vocal about the
environment, the climate, … it isn’t about climate anything!

no one really owns land in America if you have to pay taxes on
things you own, or they will take it from you then you don’t really own
it. you’re just living under the delusion of being an owner. when you
own something truly then it is yours no one has say over it but you.
sad thing is as long as people rule over others this will be what has
happened in Hawaii like the way the deep state is displacing
Americans all throughout America and then taking their homes land
businesses and even college and food stamps and medical and lord
knows what else they are taken it and given it to deep staters and
people loyal to deep state and taken it from patriots and Christians
.we have Americans living under bridges while foreners are living in
the same Americans homes they have been just thrown out of . I
believe trump needs to pass a law that no foreners can own land in
America, they have had no part in this country not in the building of it
or the making it safe or in the defending of it. there people haven’t
died so this nation can be a nation. and they should not have equal
say or authority over American citizens and that means in elections
to, I believe allowing forenors to own our soil is the same as treason
because you are given them control and power over this nation and
its people. they come in and take over Americans businesses. they
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use the billions to forcefully take the land and change the laws of the
land to suit their wonts when they aren’t even American. or even
care about this land and its people.

There is nothing that you “own” that the government can’t legally
take away from you. This includes house,property, finances and
children.

I’m tired of posting I want to get in on the action and skin some of
these bastards alive but I can’t I’m 66 and on dialysis

Yes you can cause medbeds is not a myth full restoration of cells
and at least 30 to 40 years age reversal so hang in there and as
soon as they are announced by 45 research first make sure solid
then go get well no pills no surgery I hear it’s few minutes asleep in
that thing don’t worry you will still look like yo7 but ready to run 10
miles then let’s MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN TAKE NO
PRISIONERS

You can still fight in many ways such as precise prayers,lengthy
precise decrees combined with concentrated powerful visualizations.
Many forms of these types of advanced prayers fight the battles as
light vs darkness. These forms of advanced prayers are not to be
underestimated. They require a new greater effort and the
developing of new abilities.

Yes it does. Set your phone alarm. Spend 5 minutes a day minimum
praying for help and praising God for our chance to save our planet.

If this is true how in the Hell are the entire Military not taking over this
island? Seriously, it makes no sense to anyone! And on top of the
that why isn’t the military going after Biden and his thugs! This is
absolute genocide!

I’m question the occupation of Marines when there are local people
on site reporting no instance of any military activity. Yes, there are
very questionable actions taking place to prevent the locals from
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getting help and even the police are blocking placards to be
distributed , but wtf is really going on here?

how do people on the ground know what is happening if they are not
allowed in through the blockades

I have always respected the Military, but following Real Raw News
has given me an even greater respect for what our Great Military
does. The last 3 years have been out of this world, and I have
appreciated being able to watch what is happening behind the
scenes of this horror show. Micheal, thank you for what you do, and
thank the people that allow you to do so. You are all in my thoughts
and prayers until these enemies have all been crushed beneath our
feet. In Jesus Name. Amen

WE SHOULD START DRAWING UP MORE INDICTMENTS FOR
THE RICH BASTERDS WHO’S LAND WAS UNTOUCHED. HOW
THE HELL COULD OPRAH WINFREY – CHILD TRAFFICKER OF
THE YEAR STILL BE ON THE LOOSE? ALONG WITH JEFF
BEZOS WHO HAD SOLD CHILDREN ON HIS AMAZON SITE FOR
$10,000 & UP. WTF?? SAME FOR JULIA? ROBERTS. IS SHE
REALLY A WOMAN?

Reports are OW is gone … I seem to remember seeing her in ankle
bracelet chatting with Ellen Degenerate

DON’T FORGET MOST PIG COPS ARE ALL FREEMASON SATAN
WORSHIPPERS, SOME WHO ACT LIKE THEY’RE DOING GOOD
DEEDS & THEN AT NIGHT THEY’RE SACRIFICING BABIES. I’D
SAY 90% OF ALL COPS ARE FREEMASON SCUM. JUST GO &
LOOK AT EVERY COP, SHERRIF, DEPUTY BADGES & THEY ALL
HAVE THE STAR OF SATAN ON THEM – THE PENTAGRAM.
SOME EVEN HAVE PEDOPHILIA SIGNS ALL OVER THEM. THE
DAYS OF THE GOOD COP PASSED IN THE 1950’S. REMEMBER
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SERPICO & ALL THE COPS HE BUSTED. AND ALL THE COPS
BUSTED SMUGGLING DRUGS, TRAFFICKING KIDS, ETC. ETC.
NEVER EVER TRUST ANY COP.

Yes there are bad cops not nearly 90% are Freemasons. That’s
idiotic and completely false. As far as the badge goes, you may be
right but that does NOT mean all cops are satanists

WHAT I WANT TO KNOW IS WHO USED THE DEW WEAPONS
AGAINST MAUI, AIR FORCE? SATELLITES? LLOYD AUSTIN? ON
WHO’S COMMAND WAS THIS DONE? IS CHINA INVOLVED IN
THIS? HOW MANY DEEP STATE BLACK HATS ARE CURRENTLY
IN THE MILITARY? FBI?CIA? NATIONAL GUARD? FEMA IS ALL
FKN DEEP STATE. AND ALL THE FREEMASON SATAN
WORSHIPPING PIG COPS ARE TOTAL BLACK HATS – THEY
WORK FOR THE DEMONS IN CHARGE & NEVER HAVE FOR US
THE PEOPLE.

Can space force stop DEWs? Texas, OK and other states a freaking
tinderbox in this excessive heat, high winds, and drought right now.
Crops failed and cattle sold off from excessive drought. We are
sitting ducks.

My prayers for the White Hats. May God protect them.
 President Trump was chosen for such a time as this. God knows

what he is doing. I don’t believe it’s not up to us to say when or what
President Trump needs to do. Only God, he and the Military know
what is going on behind the scene so instead let’s pray. Please.

Exactly….there are so many giving orders from their basements. Let
DJT and the White Hats do their job and stay out of their way!!

That’s right Anna, I totally agree. It’s too big for us. I keep turning to
God for His absolute power over how all of this is going to turn out. I
trust Him totally.
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Joint U.S. Special Forces – Spetznas Team needed in Maui. Dear
Vladimir Putin after you mop up Ukraine filth, please send any extra
Spetznas you can spare to help US clear out DS scum lurking in the
shadows. Go Team USA/Russia! Lock and load! Take no prisoners!
“General Smith’s rules of engagement: weapons free,”

Very high value land on an island paradise, to be taken from the
locals who would not sell. Hellooo where have you been these past
years, havent you been reading?? Plans to “great reset” it for the
NWO-UN Agenda and Bribem crime families to DESTROY then
supposedly BUILD BACK BETTER as a so-called 15 minute Smart
City playground for the predator class rich. Just like California and
other locations … coming soon to all locations.

NO!!! they do not take over and win- God wins! And His people He
loves wins!.

Mike
 Can you please not approve comments from thise who freaking dont

have a clue?? Your updates test our mettal..should we have to
stomach the obviously purposeful naive?

Very high value land on an island paradise, to be taken from the
locals who would not sell. Hellooo where have you been these past
years, havent you been reading?? Plans to “great reset” it for the
NWO-UN Agenda and Bribem style crime families to DESTROY then
supposedly BUILD BACK BETTER as a so-called 15 minute Smart
City playground for the predator class rich. Just like California and
other locations … coming soon to all locations.

Thank God for the USMC! And I’m am Army vet! No prisoners, the
Russians got it right!

So this must have been all planned and coordinated long
beforehand. The laser shots, the FEMA personnel, the compromised
cops. I wonder if any U.N. forces were involved. I hope the real news
spreads like wildfire among Hawaiians.
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It literally has spread like wild fire, unlike the fema created so called
storms “they” call an act of god, their god Yahweh… who is satan. If
you do the deep deep research, you will come to the same
conclusion. The truth is hidden / obscured

I realize that there are very angry people commenting about this
atrocity. This is a definite act of war. Don’t forget, though, that the
good guys can still take prisoners for questioning. Valuable intel
could be lost by not having any prisoners to question.

Hold my hands … across the airwaves to be sure … but do so …
then start to work on your breath … breathe in God … breathe out
what you need to release … breathe in God … breathe out what you
need to release …

“Marines have identified some NG as really being federal agents.”
Interesting to see this, I wonder what federal agency is a part of this
attack on Americans? “Some Deep Staters are shedding their
uniforms and trying to blend in with the native population.” I pray that
God will give the White Hats discernment when they encounter DS
scum hiding amongst the locals. May the Lord flush out all these
cowards in hiding so they can be dealt with ASAP!!

Watching from Oz- I am awake and find it hard to believe that FEMA
etc are killing us citizens- can’t imagine the sleepers will either.

 just what Trump didn’t want- civil war.
 I like Trump but his two biggest mistakes were not taking the MSM

and CIA down early on.

hands tied, friend. DS is far deeper than most can imagine so needs
unusual ploys.

Who specifically tied drumpers hands? The 60 year military plan to
save humanity didn’t know how deep the swamp was?

You sound vaccine injured.
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You apparently aren’t aware that Australia is totally controlled by the
deep state and need s to be cleaned up just like the USA.

Myslím, že jeho největší chyby byly, když mu radil Jared, Ivanka,
Henry Kissinger. Když složil vládu, mohl se zbavit všech členů SES
10 000 zrádců loajálních Pilgrim Society, ne Americe. Ale 33. dne
(svobodný zednář/luciferián) ustoupil a nechal je vrátit se do práce.

 
 


